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Abstract  

Untranslated region in RNA; Internal ribosome entry site (IRES) is crucial to exploring and deciphering the 

initiation mechanism of translation and replication of the virus, where IRES contains some conserved motifs 

existing in the function domain of IRES which are essential for IRES activity to start its. The existing RNA 

structure prediction programs are not sufficient in prediction IRES structure, because IRES have special nature 

differ from other RNA sequences. The objective of this paper is : Provide more reliability in the secondary 

structure level for RNA which have a special nature like function domain of IRES called; Apical. The 

proposed approach uses rule-based criteria, which use some predetermined parameters as energy, conserved 

motifs and loops of the predicted structure. The proposed approach applied on 50 sequences and have low 

error rate and up to 68 % accuracy at the first iteration and 100 % accuracy after the second iteration. 

 

Keywords: IRES, Apical region, viral replication, FMDV, RNA prediction. 

1. Introduction 

Internal ribosome entry site (IRES) were first recognized about 30 years ago within the 5′ untranslated region 

of picornavirus [1]. In spite of the existence of IRES before the coded or translated region;  in particular 

located at untranslated region of the virus; but it have an important role in virus replication process, because 

IRES contains some crucial domains which necessary to complete replication process [2,3,4]; where after the 

organism infected by the picornavirus, the viral genome is translated from IRES without competition with 

mRNA [11]. Biochemical studies demonstrate that IRES is a relatively long RNA region, exceed ~450 

nucleotides that are predicted to fold in five or four domains depending on the  virus family; and those 

domains not in the same level of importance, for example the central and functional domain in picornavirus 

domain 3 is, and domain 2 in Flavivirus [5]. Domain 3 in IRES consists of 2 regions, apical region and basal 

region, Apical region is the functional region which includes the conserved motifs and junctions which affect 

on the IRES in tertiary level [ 2, 4]. The conducted researches on IRES region whether at the first level (1D) 

[4,6,7] or in the second level (2D) [3,5] or in third level(3D) [2]; are not enough and need more efforts to well 

understanding the key of virus. Some tools and programs are developed to help in predicting RNA structure 

like MFLOD, where dynamic programming algorithm is reported for RNA secondary structure prediction by 
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free energy minimization (MFE) [8,9], and this algorithm can be considered the most popular RNA prediction 

program specially after enhancement and updated versions, MFOLD web server can be used free through 

internet  [10], RNA predictors also used widely Vienna package which are a collection of  tools for folding, 

design and analysis of RNA sequences, one of those tools is used to predict RNA sequence named “RNAFold 

server”, using MFE with partition function methodology [12], researchers also can access it freely via internet 

[13]. But the developed prediction tools and programs are not sufficient in predicting the special regions in 

viruses like IRES region in foot and mouse disease virus(FMDV) [11,12].So the proposed paper produced a 

new approach to set the optimal structure from all predicted structures which obtained from MFold tool, where 

as shown in figure 1 , MFold produce more than one structure to one  RNA sequence. The proposed approach 

used rule-based criteria to score and select the most suitable  structure of Apical sequence. 

 
  

 
  

Figure 1:secondary structures of FMDV IRES: Apical, predicted using MFold web server . the predicted structures from A 

to F are predicted to only one sequence. 

2. Methodology  

As shown in figure 2, the proposed approach pass over several steps or phases to set the optimal structure of 

the target sequence . First we entered the sequence on MFold web server to obtain all possible structures to 

this sequence. Then  enter each structure to the developed inference to apply rules to label this structure with 

one of the three cases (Accepted, May be or Not). Then pass to validation rules which select the near optimal 

structure of the target sequence. All previous steps will explained in the following sections.    
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Figure 2:Flowchart for the proposed approach. RNA Apical sequence which collected previously, entered to MFold web 

server.  RNA different structures are predicted. Enter each candidate structure to SASM model and apply rules to assign 

one from the three cases to the structure ( Accepted, May be or Not ). Then apply validation phase according to each case 

to set the optimal structure. 

 

3. Predict possible structures for each sequence  

In this phase we enter target sequence to MFLOD web server [10] , to predict all possible structures for this 

sequence, as presented in figure 1, and then we pass each candidate structure to the developed inference to 

apply its rules and produce the result of the fired rules. This process is shown if figure 2. 
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4. Inference  

The developed inference contains a set of rules to label each candidate structure obtained from previous step. 

The suggested rules  created according to some parameters or features determined with the help of the 

conducted biochemical studies on this point of research. The proposed approach use three different parameters; 

conserved motifs, multiple four-way junctions and energy. The three    parameters will explained later and 

explain our hypothesis that the selected parameters or features of the predicted structure not at the same 

preference and we don’t follow the general RNA prediction algorithms which give the energy of the predicted 

structure the most and may be the only way to prefer structure rather than structure, this hypothesis  we 

mention in introduction section,  and according to this hypothesis we give “conserved motifs” parameter the 

highest priority and “multi-branch loop” follow it , then we consider energy parameter.  The suggested rules in 

the proposed prediction model are  presented in figure 4. 

 

4.1 Conserved motifs parameter  

The  conducted  research on Apical  region proved that this region contains two conserved motifs, GNRA and 

RAAA motif, where N is any nucleotides and R is A or G [2], so RAAA motif can be AAAA or GAAA ; and 

GNRA have eight probabilities (GAAA,GAGA,GGAA,GGGA,GCAA,GCGA,GUAA,GUGA), but some 

other research focus on these conserved motif and explained that the GNRA motif in FMDV virus almost is 

GUAA and located at the apex of the stem-loop motif [5,  19], and by observation RAAA motif in FMDV is 

AAAA. The proposed  approach chose these conserved motifs to be the most important parameter in our 

proposed model because the biochemical studies proved that those motifs are critical for IRES function [20, 

21]  and affected in its stability and folded shape in the tertiary structure[16]. Also Apical region contains 

another motif name C-rich motif or loop, this motif is important in binding site region in tertiary structure 

phase [5], and by observation we found that C-rich motif is RACCCCR, where R is A or G. from previous 

words we conclude that the first parameter in the proposed model is Conserved motifs in the predicted 

structure, and these motifs are GUAA, RAAA and C-rich motif.   

As shown in table 1 ; “conserved motifs” parameter has three cases, the best one is the high case which have 

value 3, which mean that the predicted structure contains the thee conserved motifs(GNRA,RAAA and C-

rich), medium case has value 2 mean that the predicted motif contains two motifs from the three, and the last 

case is the low case which mean that the predicted motif contains only one conserved motif . 

 

4.2 Four -way junctions parameter 

As we mentioned before that Apical region contains multiple four-way junctions that formulate the shape of 

apical and IRES at all [2]. As shown in figure 3, apical region in FMDV contains two  multi-branch loops or 

two four-way junctions,  so we chose the existing of four-way junctions to be the second parameter in the 

proposed model. As shown in table 1 ; The second parameter “multi-branch loop” also has three different 

cases, the best one is high case with value equal to 2, which mean that this predicted structure contains two 

four-way junctions or two multi-branch loop in its folded shape, second case for this parameter is medium case 
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with value one, which mean that this predicted structure contains only one 4-way junction, and the last and 

worst one is low case with zero value which tell us that the predicted structure don’t include any four-way 

junctions. 

 

Figure 3:Apical region of FMDV in 2D, including the three conserved motifs and two multi-branch loops [2]. 

 

4.3 Energy parameter 

The last parameter in the proposed model is Energy, because the energy is the main key features in RNA 

prediction programs, and the most famous RNA prediction program [10,13] use minimum free energy (MFE) 

as a methodology to its prediction, so we include energy in our work but give it low priority than conserved 

motifs and junction because the special case of RNA region that we want to predict. By observation of the 

energy value for the candidate structures obtained from MFold web server, we found that the values can’t be 

low than  minus 60 and can’t be more than minus 40 for the different Apicals in the data set, and the best case 

here is the low case which mean that this structure folded with low energy and this hypotheses is reverse to 

MFold with order candidate structure according to the low energy value, see table 1.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 4:  The suggested rules of the proposed approach . 

 

Rule 1:  if Conserved motifs is high and Multi-branch loop is high then case is (Accepted ). 

Rule 2:  if Conserved motifs is high and Multi-branch loop is medium  and Energy is low or 

medium  then case is (May be). 

Rule 3:  if Conserved motifs is medium and Multi-branch loop is high then case is (May be). 

Rule 4:  if Conserved motifs is medium and  Multi-branch loop is medium  and Energy is low then 

case is (May be). 

Rule 5:  if Conserved motifs is medium and  Multi-branch loop is medium  and Energy is high or 

medium then case is (Not). 

Rule 6:  if Conserved motifs is low then case is (Not). 

Rule 7:  if Multi-branch loop is low then case is (Not). 
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Table 1: Model parameters  and its values 

Parameter  High Medium Low 

Conserved motifs 3 2 1 

Multi-branch loop 2 1 0 

Energy <= 45 50<>45 60<>51 

 

5. Applying rules 

As shown in figure 2, all candidate structures for each Apical sequence that produced from prediction process 

through MFold web server, are entered to inference to apply suggested rules on each candidate structure and 

assessment  this structure if it is “Accepted” , “May be” or “Not”, where Accepted case mean that the proposed 

model candidate this structure to be the optimal structure to the specific sequence, and “May be “ means that 

this structure don’t achieve score enough to be Accepted, but also may be selected after some process as the 

winner one if the model don’t have any Accepted cases to this sequence, and “Not” case main that this 

structure is rejected , but in our work as will be mentioned in details, we suggest new hypotheses for the “ May 

be” and “Not” cases to candidate new structures can be the near optimal one.  

  

6. Evaluation rules 

In this phase the proposed approach try to set the optimal structure of the specific sequence. This process 

occurs by looking at  the result of inference, were the result can be “Accepted”, “May be” or “Not” cases, first 

we take only the Accepted cases of the predicted sequence and then evaluate them using  first validation 

criteria “ Accepted case validation “ , which will be explain in the following subsection, and if the predicted 

sequence fail in obtaining “Accepted” cases, the model will select “May be” cases and apply new validation 

criteria ” validation B”  to set optimal structure, else if the inference produced only “Not” cases, in this case we 

will suggest new hypothesis that this sequence may be not correct or need to be more accurate, so we 

backtrack and try to add additional nucleotides to the specific sequence and re-enter the modified sequence to 

the proposed approach again to set the optimal structure of this sequence. The modification process of the 

rejected sequence named by “Complete sequence process “, which will explained in individual section. 

 

6.1 “Accepted “case validation 

This process don only on the “Accepted” case obtained from inference phase, and as shown in figure 2, if the 

inference produce only one “Accepted” case, then the proposed approach will select directly this structure to 

be the optimal structure to the target sequence. And if the inference produce more than one accepted case , we 

will apply “Accepted case Validation” criteria or rules to select the best one from them.  

 Rule 1 : The longest stem of C-rich loop, is the best structure; thus because the binding site in tertiary 

structure happened between GNRA motif and C-rich stem. 

 Rule 2: If the  stem of C-rich loop are equal, then look at bottom multi-branch loop if some cases the 

loop is closed and other is opened we will exclude  the structure which contains the opened one. 
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 Rule 3: Then we suppose that the highest energy structure is the best structure ! yes this not a surprise 

to us because the special case of IRES (Apical) the best structure should contains some conserved 

motifs and loops which cause increase in energy.  

For example in “AF274010.1” sequence , MFold produce 6 structures for this  sequence, and after entering all 

those different structures to the proposed approach , the result was : 3 May be cases, 1 Not case and 2 

Accepted cases ( see table 2), so the next step for the model to select all “Accepted” cases which appeared in 

the result, 2 cases in our example, and then apply “validation A” criteria to chose the best form them, as shown 

in figure7, both structure have the same value of conserved motifs(3) and multi-branch loops(2) and the same 

length of C-rich loop stem, the difference rule 2& 3 of “validation A” in closed loop and  energy values, so, 

after applying “validation A”, the winner one is the second one although it’s have the heights energy, 

because the previous reason mentioned above and also because its bottom multi-branch loop in closed but in 

the first structure in opened ( see figure 5), result of “Accepted case Validation “ explained on table 3. 

Table 2: sample from applying inference on apical sequence . 

Sequence # Energy Multi-branch 

loop 

Conserved 

motifs 

Case 

AF274010.1  -52.10 1 3 May be 

 low medium high 

 -51. 00 1 2 May be 

 low medium medium 

 -50.30 1 3 May be 

 medium medium high 

  -50.0 2 3 Accepted 

 medium high high 

 -50.0 1 2 Not  

 medium medium medium 

 -49.90 2 3 Accepted  

 medium high high 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: the two Accepted cases of “AF274010.1” produced from proposed approach 
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Table 3: Accepted case Validation : result  

Structure  C-rich stem Closed loop energy result 

1 true false  -50.0 X 

2 true true -49.90   

 

6.2 “May be” case validation 

If the proposed approach have no Accepted cases of the sequence, we will collect “May be” cases , and here 

we have two cases : first : if the sequence length less than reference length (116 nucleotides ), then go to 

complete sequence phase and re-enter the modified sequence to the model(“second iteration”). second : if the 

sequence length is greater than or equal to the reference sequence (>=116), apply “May be case validation” : 

here the lowest energy structure from the candidate structures( May be cases) is the nearest one to the optimal 

structure.  

For example in “AY593756.1” sequence , MFold produce 2 structures for this  sequence, and after entering all 

those different structures in the proposed approach , the result was : 1 May be cases, 1 Not case and 0 

Accepted cases ( see Appendix A, row number 25), so we will take “May be “ structure and apply “May be 

case validation” on it :  first we check is this sequence is complete length ( => 116 ), we found that its length = 

110, so we jump to complete sequence process which will discussed later, second :  after sequence 

modification ( 116 nucleotides ) we re-entered the modified sequence to the proposed approach again and 

collect the “Accepted” cases if exist, in our example we obtained 5 structure to the modified sequence ; 2 

Accepted cases, 2 May be cases and 1 Not case. As we explained above we will collect all Accepted cases and 

apply “Accepted case Validation” to select the optimal one from them.  

 

6.3 “Not “ case validation 

If we have only “Not” cases; as shown in figure 2, we have two cases, first: if the sequence is less than 

reference sequence (<116) then go to “complete sequence “ process and re-enter the modified sequence to the 

proposed approach,  second: if the sequence is greater than or equal to the reference sequence (>=116) then the 

proposed approach take a decision that : this sequence is rejected, or in new word: the proposed approach fail 

in produce god structure to this sequence. But as discussed in “Result” section: this cases not happened and the 

proposed approach after the second iteration achieve 100% accuracy. 

 

7. Complete sequence 

As shown on figure 2 : If we have only “May be”  or “Not” cases, we check sequence length and complete it 

until we reach to 116 nt length, because the reference sequence (GI: 6318187) has 116 nucleotides length, this 

phase passed through several steps, fist: we take the rejected sequence (not have any Accepted or May be 

cases), and type the accession number of it on NCBI portal, then modify query by adding the shortage in the 

length in 3’ end direction (in the tail), for example : If the sequence of Apical region start from position 765 

and end at 874 position, this mean that the length of this sequence is 110, so we will modify query by make the 
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Apical region start at 765 also but end at 880 to increase length 6 new nucleotides. After obtaining the 

modified sequence we re-enter it to the proposed approach to pass the model process again to produce 

Accepted or May be cases this time.  

 

8. Results  

After applying proposed approach on 50 apical sequences, as shown in table 4; the proposed approach success 

in the first iteration to select the suitable structure with 68%(34/50) and after the second round the result raise 

to be 100%. The data set used is discussed in the net section. 

 

Table 4: results of applying proposed approach on 50 sequences. 

# Sequence Iteration 1 Iteration 2 

1 AF274010.1    

2 AJ133357.1    

3 AJ133358.1    

4 AJ133359.1    

5 AM409190.1    

6 AM409325.1    

7 AY593804.1    

8 AY593805.1    

9 AY593806.1    

10 AY593808.1    

11 DQ409183.1    

12 DQ409184.1    

13 DQ409185.1    

14 DQ409186.1    

15 DQ409187.1    

16 DQ409188.1    

17 DQ409189.1    

18 DQ409190.1    

19 DQ409191.1    

20 FJ824812.1    

21 AY593751.1 -   

22 AY593752.1 -   

23 AY593753.1    

24 AY593754.1    

25 AY593756.1    

26 AY593757.1    

27 AY593758.1    

28 AY593760.1    

29 AY593762.1 -   

30 AY593763.1 -   

31 AY593764.1 -   

32 AY593767.1    

33 AY593769.1    

34 AY593771.1    
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35 AY593774.1    

36 AY593777.1    

37 AY593778.1    

38 AY593779.1    

39 AY593780.1    

40 AY593781.1    

41 AY593783.1    

42 AY593784.1 -   

43 AY593785.1 -   

44 AY593786.1 -   

45 AY593787.1    

46 AY593788.1    

47 AY593789.1    

48 AY593790.1    

49 AY593792.1    

50 AY593794.1    

 

9. Apical data set 

From IRES data base [14] we search for FMDV IRES region and found only one strain published on this 

specialized data base; Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) strain C, isolate c-s8c1, genomic RNA. We used 

its GI: 6318187 (Gene bank Id) on NCBI portal [15] and with referring to previous researches which 

conducted on IRES region to determine start and end positions of domain 3 and its important function region 

Apical [2,16,17], we take the tested Apical region and make similarity using Blast tool [18] to create data set to 

Apicals of several FMDV serotypes. The created Apical data set is described at table 5. 

 

Table 5: Apical data set 

SeroType Number of sequences 

C 20 

A 46 

O 19 

Asia1 10 

Sat 1 0 

Sat 2 0 

Sat 3 0 

Unknown  5 

Total  100 

10. Contribution 

We produced a new approach to select the optimal structure for  Apical sequence which saving a lot of effort, 

time and money for the biologist, where without this work the biologist will test all candidate structures to 

know the correct one and then try to design the suitable drug to it. And also we produced a new data set for 

Apical region in FMDV which help other researchers on this point of research . 
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